Lish
Weaving tools
Bone
Kq9 BE 004
CA9.3.133 10 July 1999.
Loc CA93.019, Site, Torpedo Ambravica

Pickup stick
Bone Spatula (Tool for Weaving?)

Incomplete - We have the complete end.

Tapered to a rounded tip. 
Clear - Strong enough to have been used as a weaving tool.

Edge shows use wear.

\[ PL \ 4.3 \text{ cm} \]
\[ Max \ PW \ 1.35 \text{ cm} \]
\[ Th. \ 0.2 \text{ cm} \]

F. Anafa II,iii fig. 17

No tracking. 
Found in bone box 1, 2006.

Bone (shank?) of a pickup stick.

Single flag of non-working end (base).

No polish left. 
The original surface. 
Rem chewed-up surface.

29 June 06 - IUW
Koo BII (Koo BII D)

CB 4.8.022, locates CR 49021

Light brown grey mudbrick decay

Pick-up stick

Single end broken

Polished Bone

PL 3.2
PW 1.3
TH 0.2

Single flag
Pres. shaft + portion of base of pick-up stick
Polished on surfaces
K00 812 (K00 81002)
C 0 2 7 0 3 0
XEver

Rubble, blown glass c. 550 BCE

Pick up stick

Single sm. frag.

pH 4.8

PW 1.7 > 1.0

Th 0.2

Polished Bone.

Single frag. pros.
baze to mud-skirt
of P/S.

Polished on surfaces

[Handwritten note: ended, RMS]
XOOBI 3 (XOOBI003)

CB 2, 4, 110, 140, 100

Pit, Augustan lamp frag
Pick up stick

Tent, 2 for weaving

Single gm. frag
PL 1.6
PW 1.2
Th 0.15

Polished Bone

Single flag pres. portion of shaft of PUS.
Polished on surfaces.
Kookey (Koo Bidooy)

tracking 1681

layer of yellow brown loam w/ mudbrick inclusions, Crusader ware

Base Tal (for dumbbells)
2 joining rings

PL 5.5
PW 1.8
TH 0.2

Polished
Bone tool (500 mesh?)

Single:

Pw 0.0
Pw 1.5
Th 0.2

Polished, rounded, "table knife" type end.
KaoBI 10

3 B 1.6.055  2000

(found in bone bag)  
Loc. [CB16017] plaster floor, local fine

Bone-Spatula  Pick-up stick

arm broken off.

flattened, shaved bone tool
curved edge.

P. L 2.7 cm
B. W 0.8 cm
Th. 0.20 cm

Single frag pres. bone - midshaft of P.U.S.

Polish n/a?

RNS
K00BI 015
C B 2.4.116
Loc. EB 2406 (b) 

No Track & Pound in Bone before 2006.

30 May 2000

Fill w/ Hellenistic LAM, Pompeian Redware Pan Frag

Pick-up stick
Bone Spatula (Weaving tool)

Partial Spatula & tip

L 7.3 cm
W 2.1 cm
D 0.3 cm
KOOBI 016
CB 2.4. 129
Loc CB 24032
Fill w/ Hell LUM, SF Table Amph. rim

Pick-up shck
Bone Spatula fragment (heavey)
Fragment; appears not the entire width of the Spatula.

L  5.7 cm
W  1.4 cm
D  0.3 cm

Single frag of pres.
shaft of PUs
Polish n/a
Bone Foot

Pick-up stick

Partial fragment & tip visible; probably a cosmetic tool. Appears polished.

L 3.6 cm
W 1.1 cm
D 0.3 cm

Single fragment base + part of shaft of pick-up stick.
Polished on surfaces.
KO6 BI 014  G33/2006  Tracey *753
CB3.7.058  28 Jan 06  Scaled Ri below floor, Early Roman CP BS
Loc [KB37010.1]  [Bone Tool]
Pick Up Shuttle  Early Roman CP BS
Bone Spatula
Incompletely; Tip preserved but missing shaft & handle.
Flat, rounded-tipped bone tool. Tongue depressor shaped.

PL: 5.4 cm
PW: 2.0 cm
Th: 0.4 cm

Base preserved
on 2 flage that
preserve the base-
mud shaft of PWS.

lightly polished
on all surfaces
& edges
Pick up stick, sharpened
Bone Spatula

Missing a small portion on one side but otherwise complete (the only keeled so far to have both ends intact).

Small bone spatula, with one end shaped to a point and worked smooth on the other shaped like a torque-depressor. The maximum width is right before thinning to the pointed end. A slight curve side to side tapers to end to end.
L 8.3 cm
W 1.9 cm
Th 0.2 cm

Complete tool, one small chip off side.
Highly polished on all surfaces & edges.

Worn thinner at mid section.

DRAWN BY: FAM
13/06
Pin Beater

Single, frag. pres. one, end and 1/2 of section. Polished on surface is somewhat worn. Thinner through center.

PL: 5.0 cm
Pw: 0.85 cm
K08 BI003 16VI08 Track 4737
CB1.6.203 64/2008
[CB16058] Pergamene, cast girls, ESA
Hellenistic phase of M. train room, pergamene, cast
Bone Speatula  Pick-up stick, triangular
- tip + much of length preserved - handle end broken
off
PresL: 6.25 cm
W: 2.2 cm
Th: 0.2 cm

Single frag preserved
nose to mid shaft,
polish surface worn
largely gone
One edge + tip
worn noticeably thinner from intensive use.
K0881005
CB3.7.110
CB37025
Pit, Rowan
G49/2008

Bone Spearhead: Pick-up stick, sharp nose
2 joining frags - still many handle and butt tip of most of handle preserved.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{PL:} & \quad \text{Length} \quad 6.7 \text{cm} \\
\text{Max. W. (near tip point)} & \quad 1.6 \text{cm} \\
\text{Th.} & \quad 0.2 \text{cm}
\end{align*} \]

2 joining frags
pres. nose to mud shaft (?).
Highly polished on all surfaces: edges

II Anafa II, iii frag 17. bottom, center.
Basket (Spade) "Pick Up Stick" triangular nose.

Formerly, this type of object was called a spade - but it is used to separate weaved threads. Preserved woodly and which has a point - widest point of tool is right next to the point. Then the handle tapers back to the other end.

VPL 6 cm
/ max W 2.6 cm
/ Th. 0.2 cm

I fray pres. nose to upper shaft.

Highly polished on all surfaces; edges.